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Desalto’s Strong is a collection of stools, 
bar table, chair and table using steel tubing

The pleating of the headboard on Cattelan  
Italia’s Marlon emphasises its softness

Salone saw 386,236 visitors, a 12% increase. Here are the highlights.
Visit: www.salone-milano.it

Top of the world

Minotti’s Daniels seating system redesigns living areas with new compositions, in which regular curves and ellipses interrupt the linearity of the layouts

Cappellini’s Cap Martin Sunset evokes the mood of the South of France in the 1950s 
De Padova’s Metallaro steel table has been 

treated to give a unique weathered look



Twills’ soberly retro style of Revival has been given a 
contemporary makeover with different-sized elements, with 
armchairs, practical footstools, and now a chaise longue too

Zanotta’s Shiki sofa and modular 
system is inspired by futons

Visionnaire kept things 
simple with its steel-framed 

marble Mondrian table
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Alivar’s Zoe embraces the sitter 
in its precise geometric styling

A decade after the Houdini chair, e15 
introduced the companion Mr Collins stoolPorada’s Vera has a walnut frame and leather back



Moroso’s Gogan is inspired by Japanese 
stones rendered smooth by time and water
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Desiree’s Easton is a modular system featuring 
an aluminium frame for a sense of lightness

Natuzzi’s Ergo collection recalls natural biological 
features, with their pure uncontaminated essence

Tartan is one of three designs in Toulemonde Bochart’s Organic rug collectionSeletti brought its first storage furniture to its Seletti Wears Toiletpaper brand



B&B Italia marked the 
40th anniversary of 

Dieses with new 
leathers and fillings

Ritzwell reintroduced its JK chair after 15 years alongside 
the new JK side table and the Jabara audio-visual unit

Molteni&C’s Surf has all-in-one seats and backs, with rounded 
forms supporting snug, slightly protruding backrests

Knoll’s Smalto table collection 
uses enamelled steel

Punt’s Hug offers a variety 
of leg and frame options

Vondom’s Love chair is available 
in adult and children’s sizes
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InternoItaliano’s Cave seat and Gioi table are made from terracotta so they 
can ‘take on charm, ageing gracefully while freely braving the elements’

MDF Italia marked the 10th anniversary of the launch of Flo 
with Flow 10th, with a base in methacrylate that seems to 

dematerialise, thus giving the illusion of a floating seat

Natevo’s wall-mounted CCCube can be fitted with flap doors, drawers or left 
open to display the contents and it has rear lights to soften its appearance

Kartell’s Be bop traces the lines of the most traditional carved African stools 
and merges them with American design. The gold finish is for indoor use only.

The backrest cushions of Doimo’s Newton 
can be moved to wherever the user wants

Lema’s Ella console table contrasts the lightness of the structure in bronze metal 
that appears to be floating and the solidity of the drawers in heat-treated oak 

The backrest section of Royal Botania’s Tuskany 
outdoor day bed can be raised at the flick of a switch



Molteni&C’s introductions will include the modular 
Gregor upholstery, by Vincent Van Duysen 

Plank’s Land is a collection of chairs and stools available upholstered or in plastic

Porro’s Lullaby evokes the 
comfort and act of cradling
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Living Divani’s Greene is defined by gentle 
curves for a relaxed and casual proposal

The headboard of Bonaldo’s Madame C bed is 
formed from three slightly overlapping cushions

Selva’s Bali says come and 
sit down with its sinuous lines

Poltrona Frau marked its centenary 
with a new version of its 1919 chair, 
with a lower and wider seat, higher 

backrest and a footstool


